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ABSTRACT1

This paper is a short overview of the symposium “Case
studies in phonetic explanation.”  Each of the
participants presented a case study of a phonological
pattern that one might "explain" in terms of phonetic
factors, such as perception or production limitations.
And then discussed whether it seems like a good idea to
make the explanatory move, and what kind of
phonetic/phonological theories are  good at
accommodating explanations.

1. INTRODUCTION

We invited four prominent researchers to each give a
brief talk on the "explanation" of phonological patterns
in terms of external phonetic factors like speech
perception and speech production.  The presenters were
asked to present a case study of a phonological pattern
that one might "explain" in terms of external factors,
and then discuss whether it seems like a good idea to
make this "explanatory" move.  

It may seem remarkable that after more than a century
of research on phonetic explanation (we consider
Baudouin de Courtenay [1] to be a seminal starting
point for this line of research), we can gather for a
symposium for which the presenters were asked to
discuss “whether it seems like a good idea to make the
explanatory move”.   Of course, explanation is our aim
as scientists.  Our hope was that this symposium would
identify a range of explanatory factors, and perhaps
some ways of conceptualizing the mechanisms by
which factors operate and interact with each other.

2. "CLASSIC” VERSUS “MODERN”
PHONETIC EXPLANATION

The classic approach to the phonetic explanation of
phonological patterns is illustrated by Liljencrants &

                                                            
1 This publication was supported by Grant No. 5 R01 DC04421-
03 from the National Institute of Deafness and Other
Communication Disorders.
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lom's [2] account of cross-linguistic patterns of
l contrasts. They noted that in the languages of the
 three-vowel systems tend to be /iau/, five-vowel
s tend to be /ieaou/, seven-vowel systems tend to

�ao�u/, and so on. L&L derived vowel systems
pproximate these common patterns using a simple
ptual principle that states that vowels should be

ally dispersed in the acoustic vowel space.

her example of classic phonetic explanation
g to at least [1]) holds that final devoicing (e.g.
an "hunde" [hunde] vs "hund" [hunt]) is a kind of
latory assimilation to following silence. The
ing of adjacent articulatory gestures has been seen
explanation of phonological patterns for well over
ury.

 makes these examples of phonetic explanation
ic" is that they focus on a single phonetic

natory mechanism - vowel perception in the first
nd articulatory gesture interaction in the second.

 we would call a more modern, or nuanced,
natory approach relies on multiple dynamically
cting factors.  Some of the factors are exactly
posited in classical phonetic explanation, but they
ct with non-phonetic factors such as the cognitive
 to impose organization on sensory experiences,
the social pressures inherent in speech
unication.

modern" explanatory approach is old, perhaps as
 the "classic" approach.  For example, Baudouin
urtenay said,

 complexity of causes accounting for the
ence and preservation of alternations must

ately be ascribed to communal life and the
cal (anatomico-physiological) and psychological
-up of the members of a speech community" ([1],
).

 what distinguishes the classic approach from the
rn approach is not so much the historical priority of
assic approach, but the logical priority of single-
 models. Multi-cause accounts become necessary
single-cause models fail.



3. THE CASE STUDIES

The case studies presented in this symposium illustrate
the modern approach to phonetic explanation positing
multi-cause accounts of loanword adaptation, obstruent
voicing contrasts, systems of place of articulation
contrast, and patterns of half-rhymes in poetry.

Peperkamp & Dupoux see a direct role of perception in
loanword adaptations.  Their analysis of loanword
adaptations into the borrowing language’s phonology is
stated in a somewhat classical form — speech
perception guides loan-word adaptation.  However, the
model that they adopt includes a role for bilingual
speakers as a kind of phonological filter on loan word
adaptation, and a role for orthographic effects (where
orthography may shape the cognitive categories used in
adaptation).

Steriade’s contribution to the symposium also has a
somewhat “classical” flavor to it.  Her focus is on the
perceptual similarity of the consonants and vowels that
make up poetic half-rhymes (HR), emphasizing that
though HR patterns in Romanian “reads like a list of
common phonological processes,”  none of the patterns
are attested in Romanian phonology.  They do however
have straightforward perceptual phonetic explanations.
Central to Steriade’s perspective is a “modern”
explanatory move — the social-communicative context
of speech communication is a crucial element in the
explanation.  This is because Steriade assumes that
speakers “search for an output that minimally deviates
from the input”.  Permitting a social prohibition against
deviation from speaking norms to play an explanatory
role differentiates  her approach from Ohala’s [4]
account of the listener as a source of sound change,
which relied only on “innocent misapprehension” in a
classic explanation of the role of perception in sound
change.

Keating questions the classic explanatory approach’s
reliance on production and perception factors, noting
that structural constraints, particularly pattern
symmetry, come to play in the phonetics of stop
voicing.  She sees a direct role for perceptual and
articulatory constraints in some stop voicing contrasts.
However, most of Keating’s paper focuses on phonetic
uniformity factors. She shows that speakers tend to
keep phonetic realizations uniform either in acoustic
realization or articulatory maneuver, and that for some
speakers this tendency for uniformity out-weighs the
tendency for ease of articulation.

Clements also highlights the role of feature economy
(related to pattern congruity) in shaping language sound
systems.  In examinations of the UCLA phonetic
segment inventory database (UPSID) he shows that
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ages tend to reuse place of articulation features
than would be expected on the assumption that
n symmetry had limited effect. It is interesting
is argument for a non-phonetic explanatory effect

 on the same cross-linguistic survey that inspired
crants & Lindblom.

Keating and Clements view pattern symmetry as a
f non-phonetic factor that influences the action of
tic factors.  Thus, they argue that an explanatory
nt that relies solely on phonetic factors rooted in
h perception and speech articulation fails, and that
truly explanatory account of phonological
ning must consider linguistic structure as well.

4. A MODEL OF PHONETIC
EXPLANATION IN PHONOLOGY

Hume & Johnson [3] model of phonetic
nation is shown in figure 1.  This model allows for
explanatory/causal factors to interact with each
in shaping individuals’ cognitive representation of
age sound systems - symbolized in the figure as
les labelled “p”.
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gure 1. A general model of the interplay of
ternal forces and phonology, broadly defined
ume & Johnson 2001).

uage sound systems are influenced by causal
s such as perception, production, and cognitive
s such as the tendency to generalize patterns and
ed in a communicative system to use forms that

s accept (conformity). In our view, formal
logical theory does not make direct reference to
factors.  There is no direct connection between
onal factors and phonological theory.  Rather, the
l theory describes patterns found in languages and
ially focuses on cross-linguistic generalizations



about those patterns. To the extent that language sound
patterns are caused by functional factors these factors
are reflected in the formal phonological theory.
In identifying a factor called “generalization” we
recognize the operation of a general cognitive tendency
to simplify cognitive representations relative to sensory
experiences.  This tendency for generalization underlies
category formation in cognitive systems generally, and
in our earlier discussion we  related this to linguistic
processes such as paradigm leveling and analogy.
Additionally, this human capacity is probably also
related to pattern congruity effects such as those
discussed by Keating and Clements.  Pattern congruity
is especially interesting when we consider the
interaction of multiple causes; it seems reasonable to
suggest that pattern congruity is a composite notion —
conflating an articulatory effect (a tendency to reuse
available skilled articulatory movements), and a
cognitive effect (a tendency to restrict the number of
dimensions used in coding language).  It would be
interesting to test the veracity of the prediction of this
analysis — that these two types of pattern congruity
may be separable.

Steriade’s study of half-rhymes also raises a central
problem in “modern” explanatory phonetics/phonology.
How do causative factors affect phonological sound
systems in time?  To frame the issue of the time span of
causation we can consider a sharp dichotomy.  On the
one hand we might hold to the view that perception
only plays a role in diachronic phonology, or on the
other hand we might adhere to the idea that perception
is active in the synchronic phonology.  This
dichotomy, which we reject, is highlighted in Steriade’s
study.   Her focus is not on the petrified remains of once
operative perceptual factors, now seen only darkly,
encoded in the lexicon and phonology. Instead,
Steriade’s speaker is seen as actively using knowledge
of perceptual similarity in the creation of phonological
patterns. This active speaker, though, may be the
exception.  For Steriade suggests that speakers may not
“get to exercise a choice in the matter of input-output
mappings”.   

In our view, speakers are endowed at all times with all
of the factors that shape phonology.  If speakers were so
constrained by social norms encoded in the lexicon as
to have “no choice in the matter” sound change could
not occur.  In [3], we suggested that micro-changes are
continually being made and reversed as speakers and
hearers negotiate the sound shape of language, and that
this interaction over time is the main mechanism by
which such factors as perceptual similarity, social
conformity and pattern congruity work themselves out.
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